Abstract
A. Introduction
"After the mourning period ended they began to eat fish and meat again, but not Gauri. She was given white saris to wear so that she resembled the other widows in the family, women three times her age." But if we look more closely, it will be seen that custom in certain social contexts has a role in providing restrictions on women. Lowland novel is divided into four forms; piety, purity, submissiveness and domesticity.
Piety
As discussed in the theory of the research, Piety deals with tradition, norms, and religion. This can be seen from the quote delivered by his father to Gauri:
"We hope that when the time comes, you will entrust us to determine your future, choose a husband for you who is a gift for your marriage. We hope you will not ignore our hopes, likes your sister did." 
Purity
The second form of indoctrination is purity 13 . Rosemarie
Tong saw that purity was considered as important as piety so far for a woman. Without having a purity, women will be considered inferior.
Purity is related to a proper and proper manner that women should have. Even the purity was determined as the highest beauty of a woman. generate. It is difficult to be a confident mother in these circumstances. 16 Lahiri. 17 Lahiri.
Submissiveness
Submissiveness is submissive behavior which is slowly and incoherently implanted in women. "You"ve taken away her colored clothes, the fish and meat from her plate.
These are our customs, his mother said.
It"s demeaning. Udayan would never have wanted her to live this way."
19
The quote showed that how to be submissive or accept all traditions as represented by the mother-in-law.
But the submissive attitude was 
Domesticity
The last thing that Walter talks about indoctrination is domesticity. women. This nature is a legitimacy to recognize that she is a woman. This is also contained in the lowland novel quote from the following statement:
"After her father-in-law brought back a fish from the market, it was her job to cut the pieces, coat them with salt and turmeric, and fry them in oil. She sat in front of the stove on the flats of her feet. She reduced the sauce they would put the fish into for evening, seasoning it according to her mother-in-law"s instructions. rather unexpected daughter-in-law, Gauri"s presence occupies a lower status in her husband"s family. She lost the opportunity of reading her books in the morning as used to be.
Instead, she must work in the kitchen to cook and prepare foods for the whole family before going to campus.
In the absence of the house boy, Gauri must serve the tea for family that she never joins to partake. and embeds strongly in society. 24 Lahiri, The Lowland. 25 Lahiri.
C. Conclusion
Based on the data analysis 
